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What's New in the?

--- MP3 Search is a user-friendly and intuitive piece of software developed specifically for computers running
Windows 10/8.1 as an operating system, its main purpose being to help you save videos or songs from YouTube
to your PC. Simple, browser-like interface The application features a fairly clean and straightforward appearance,
with little left to the imagination, judging by its self-explanatory functions. The main window of the tool functions as
a YouTube browser, enabling you to look for a specific video on the website, using the ‘Search’ function, or log
into your account. Download all your favorite music and videos from YouTube MP3 Search allows you to look for
your favorite movie on YouTube using a preferred keyword. All the matching results are displayed in a queue,
letting you click on the one you want and it will start playing right away. The dedicated ‘Download YouTube
Video’ button enables you to save the currently rendered movie to your computer. The file is exported
automatically to both MP4 and MP3 format, but the option to delete the former, once the song is converted, helps
you hold on only to the audio version. MP3 Search automatically exports the files to your local libraries, in ‘My
Music’ and ‘My Videos’, respectively. However, the destination cannot be customized, nor are there any
additional preferences for you to tinker with, for instance the audio properties of the song. A handy YouTube
music grabber All in all, MP3 Search for Windows 10/8.1 seems to be a useful and very easy to handle program
that can successfully assist you in saving the video or audio stream of your favorite YouTube movies, in just a few
swift keystrokes and mouse clicks. MP3 Search is a user-friendly and intuitive piece of software developed
specifically for computers running Windows 10/8.1 as an operating system, its main purpose being to help you
save videos or songs from YouTube to your PC. Simple, browser-like interface The application features a fairly
clean and straightforward appearance, with little left to the imagination, judging by its self-explanatory functions.
The main window of the tool functions as a YouTube browser, enabling you to look for a specific video on the
website, using the ‘Search’ function, or log into your account. Download all your favorite music and videos from
YouTube MP3 Search allows you to look for your favorite movie on YouTube using a preferred keyword. All the
matching results are displayed in a queue, letting you click on the one you want and it will start playing right away.
The dedicated ‘Download YouTube Video’ button enables you to save the currently rendered movie to your
computer. The
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System Requirements:

* 4GB RAM * Minimum 4 GB Video RAM * 2 GB or more HDD Space * DirectX® Version 9.0c * AMD®
RADEON® HD 3xxx, HD 2xxx and HD 2400 Series * Nvidia® Geforce® GTX 700 Series or newer NOTES: -
NVIDIA CUDA™ support requires the use of a NVIDIA® CUDA™ compatible GPU, such as Geforce® GTX 760 or
higher. Not all CUDA-compatible GPUs are capable of this functionality
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